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if you want to change the appearance of language-specific settings pages, you can click on the settings tab and then the appearance tab. to change the display of the settings on
the settings page, go to the settings editor, click on the desired setting and change the display attribute to none. settings sections can be added on a setting page by using the

settings tab, clicking on the add settings link, and then entering a name for the new section. you can also add a new section by editing an existing setting page and adding a new
section as above. you can remove settings sections from a setting page using the settings tab, clicking on the settings link and selecting the settings section you want to remove.
this section will be removed from that page. if you want to remove all language-specific settings from a given language, you can go to the settings editor, click on the language

filter, then click on the remove all language filters from this filter link. if you want to hide a setting on a given settings page, you can go to the settings editor, click on the settings
tab, and change the display attribute to none. this will hide the setting. you can also hide a setting by going to the settings editor, clicking on the desired setting, and changing the
display attribute to none. if you want to change the order of settings on a settings page, you can go to the settings editor, click on the settings tab, then go to the appearance tab,

click on the arrow next to the settings section you want to move, and drag it to the new position.
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the installed_apps_list attribute is a list of
the installed_apps attribute of each site in

the site_config setting. if site_config is
present in settings, it will be used to

retrieve the installed_apps_list attribute of
each site in the site_config setting. this list
is a list of all installed apps for all sites. an
extension updates its settings in both the
settings.json and the user or workspace

settings files. we recommend that
extensions only edit the settings in one file
(typically settings.json), but if you have a
lot of settings you want to update at once
you can update both files. if you plan to

upload a package (.zip file) file to the visual
studio marketplace to be published, you
must also include the settings.json file in

the package. you can get it by selecting file
> save as.. from the menu, then create zip
file. in general, settings settings.json files
are versioned files. to update the settings
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in an extension, you must update both the
settings.json file in the extension and the

settings.json file in your extension
package. this is because the settings.json

file is a versioned file that tells visual
studio how to display the settings for your
extension. if the settings.json file in your
extension package does not match the

settings.json file for the extension, visual
studio will not display the settings in your

extension. 5ec8ef588b
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